KNOW YOUR STUDENTS

Powerschool Services

Report Card Solutions
Intellimedia has extensive experience tailoring report cards to meet the unique needs of different schools and school districts.

HTML • Object Report • Report Works • Parent Portal Integration

Optimize
Data visualization, automation and reporting optimize PowerSchool capabilities to increase efficiency as well as provide deeper insight into student performance. Access information when and how you need it!

Data Visualization • Automation • Reporting

Integrate
IntellLink leverage data exchanges to deliver seamless connectivity, greater syncing flexibility, a user-friendly interface as well as secure transfer of data.

Security • Single Sign On

Customize
Tailoring the system to meet individual needs. Custom built screens, controls and tables enable recording of data in a way that displays, acts and reports the way you need it to!

Custom Screens • Extended Schema
Response to Intervention (RTI) is a multi-tier approach to the early identification and support of students with learning and behaviour needs. Intellimedia’s RTI solution provides comprehensive reporting on RTI assessment data in support of the strategies required to meet student needs.

FEATURES
- View historic RTI records and levels - including anecdotal comments
- Access aggregate reports or individual students with a single click
- Option to develop Behaviour Plans
- Student Alert Icon to easily indicate current RTI level
- Export of charts/graphs and raw data (excel/pdf)
- Detailed information beyond basic RTI statement (goals, etc)

BENEFITS
- Quickly and easily identify trends in growth and progress
- Information available to the right people at the right time
- Flexible reporting to support various information requests
- Measure goals and strategies for progress and effectiveness

Reading Support Level Benchmark

Gain real-time visibility to student progress through reading support level benchmark reporting. This custom solution displays student reading progress clearly, as well as identifies challenges requiring intervention. Results can be displayed and aggregated into dashboards at multiple levels including student, grade, school, as well as district.

FEATURES
- Complete historic student records for both teachers and administrators
- High level assessment as well as identification of challenge areas
- Aggregate reporting including trends
- Drill down to individual students
- Export of charts and graphs
- Student alert icon for easy identification

BENEFITS
- Quick view to student trends
- Seamless user interface
- Fully integrated within PowerSchool
- Toggle easily between student, school and district level views